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Pdf general definition of supply chain and goods. Strategy of supply chain.Tuesday, November 10,
2009 The worlds largest network for developers and Dev Ops professionals. We face the same issues
on a day-to-day basis. And we aim to solve them. So come and join us, and share your experiences.

Alain B. from IBM's WebSphere team (more than 25 years of experience in the industry) uses
iManage to monitor, performance and capacity-trend applications. He also explains how they got

from iManage to iSloadr. And it's out! Check out all the cool new features in v16.1, and let the
wishful thinking begin! More to come. And in the meantime you can try out the beta versions for

download and installation on your own. Thursday, September 10, 2009 I'm a product of the VB6 era,
and most recently have been a Java developer (both on the server side and the client side). So when

I heard about iManage ( I was excited by the idea of an intuitive monitoring app for BI. So after
poring over the sample app, I downloaded the latest version, installed it and started using it (yes, I'm

*that* lazy). Monday, July 20, 2009 If you've been following my Twitter feed recently, you'll know
that I've been trying out the new version of OpenNMS ( I've really been digging it so far, and I've

really been enjoying reading through all of the info on I'm one of those rare people for whom version
numbers are important and I really couldn't stick with v0.0.4 for so long. So I'm trying out v0.2.0 -

and it's been a killer app so far. So far I've confirmed that my old data has been migrated correctly.
I've upgraded from SunOS5.x to Solaris10.x, changed my database connection string, installed oracle

and moved my clusters around. Everything has been fine. The workflow was pretty easy - just a
couple of imports, a reboot (this takes around 30 minutes), reboot again (hopefully this will take

around 5 minutes), copy the config files to
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